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Marijuana should be removed from the Schedule of
Controlled Substances because it has limited
potential for abuse, established medical uses, and
is safe relative to other substances. De-scheduling
marijuana will facilitate medical research, ensure
patient access, and remove federal prohibitions.

Marijuana is Inappropriately Scheduled
The current system for classifying illegal (and most
legal) drugs is flawed, outdated and unscientific.
Established by the federal Controlled Substances Act
(CSA) of 1970, the Schedule of Controlled Substances
erroneously places marijuana in the most restrictive
class, Schedule I, reserved for drugs with a “high
potential for abuse,” “no currently accepted medical
use” and a “lack of accepted safety.”1
Despite onerous restrictions on marijuana research in
the United States, numerous scientific studies
demonstrate that marijuana has clear medicinal
benefits – including its potential as a treatment for
chronic pain, chemotherapy-induced nausea and
vomiting, and improving multiple sclerosis spasticity
symptoms2 – and is safe to use.3 Yet marijuana’s
Schedule I designation bars physicians from
prescribing it. In states with medical marijuana,
physicians may only recommend its use without
providing patients with legal access.

Federal Controlled Substances Schedules
Schedule I (e.g. heroin, marijuana)
A) High potential for abuse
B) No currently accepted medical uses
C) Lack of accepted safety for medical use
Schedule II (e.g. cocaine, methamphetamine)
A) High potential for abuse
B) Currently accepted medical use
C) Potential for severe dependence
Schedule III (e.g. hydrocodone)
A) Lower potential for abuse than I and II
B) Currently accepted medical use
C) Potential for moderate or low dependence
Schedule IV (e.g. benzodiazepines)
A) Low potential for abuse relative to III
B) Currently accepted medical use
C) Potential for limited dependence relative to III
Schedule V (e.g. cough medicines w/ codeine)
A) Low potential for abuse relative to IV
B) Currently accepted medical use
C) Potential for limited dependence relative to IV
Scheduling Adversely Impacts Marijuana Research
The DEA justifies marijuana’s Schedule I classification
by the lack of U.S. research on the substance.4 But
scheduling itself prevents research which could show
marijuana’s medical efficacy and safety.5
The DEA and the NIDA have effectively blocked
marijuana researchers from being able to follow the
standard FDA development process for bringing a new
drug to market as a prescription medicine. U.S.
researchers face daunting regulatory hurdles to
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studying any Schedule I drug, including a rigorous
approval process by both the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for every trial.6 They face
additional, unique barriers when they attempt to
research marijuana.
Currently, marijuana is the only Schedule I drug that
the DEA prohibits from being produced by private
laboratories for scientific research. Although the DEA
has licensed multiple, privately-funded manufacturers
of all other Schedule I drugs (such as heroin and
LSD), it permits just one facility at the University of
Mississippi to produce marijuana for federallyapproved research. This facility, under contract with
National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), holds a
monopoly on the supply of marijuana available to
scientists. Researchers seeking to conduct FDAapproved studies of marijuana’s medical properties
must procure the plant from a facility that contracts
with NIDA, which mandated to study the harms of
marijuana, not its potential medical benefits.7
Accordingly, NIDA conducts research
disproportionately focusing on the negative health
effects, with only 16.5% of NIDA’s spending on
therapeutic properties of cannabis.8
In 2016, the DEA announced a new policy designed to
increase the number of entities registered to grow
marijuana for research purposes. Despite receiving 26
applications from producers in 2016, no further
progress has been made toward ending the NIDA
monopoly by licensing privately-funded, federallyapproved research-grade marijuana production.9 The
Department of Justice has effectively blocked the DEA
from taking any action on the applications10 and DEA
spokespeople have declined to comment on the status
of the applications.11
DEA and NIDA have successfully created a Catch-22
for patients, doctors and scientists by denying that
marijuana is a medicine because it is not FDAapproved, while simultaneously obstructing the very
research that would be required for FDA approval.
Rescheduling Efforts Have Not Succeeded to Date
Many patients, advocates, health professionals and
elected officials have sought to reschedule marijuana
to reflect its accepted medical value, low abuse
potential, and relative safety.12 Rescheduling can
occur either by Congressional action (legislation) or
through the DEA's administrative rulemaking process
(petition).

therapeutically active substances . . . In strict medical
terms, marijuana is far safer than many foods we
commonly consume."13 Despite the court’s finding, the
petition was ultimately denied after more than two
decades of court challenges.14
None of the subsequent attempts to reschedule
marijuana have succeeded. In 2002, patient advocates
petitioned DEA to move marijuana to Schedule III, IV
or V, on the basis of a scientific evaluation.15 DEA
Administrator Michele Leonhart rejected this petition in
201116 – after eight years of delay and only after
petitioners filed suit.17
More recently, the DEA denied two 2016 petitions to
reclassify marijuana.18 One denial cited case law from
Alliance for Cannabis Therapeutics v. DEA, stating that
marijuana failed to meet the five-part test for
determining if a drug meets “currently accepted
medical usage,”19 despite evidence from doctors and
researchers worldwide that has proven that the safety
and efficacy of medical marijuana.20
Politicians from both parties have introduced
legislation at the federal level to remove barriers
resulting from marijuana’s Schedule I status. The
Rohrabacher-Farr amendment21 (and its progeny, the
Rohrabacher-Blumenauer amendment) – which
prohibits the Department of Justice from spending
federal money on actions that prevents states from
implementing their medical marijuana laws – has been
in place since 2014 and has been a bi-partisan effort.
In September 2017, Republican Senator Orrin Hatch
introduced the Marijuana Effective Drug Study Act to
streamline the research registration process and to
provide sufficient marijuana for research. In June
2018, Senators Elizabeth Warren (Democrat) and Cory
Gardner (Republican) introduced the STATES
(Strengthening the Tenth Amendment Through
Entrusting States Act)22 – the Senate’s first ever
bipartisan bill protecting states’ rights to legalize
marijuana for adult and medical use. This was
accompanied by a companion bill in the House of
Representatives co-sponsored by Representatives
David Joyce (Republican) and Earl Blumenauer
(Democrat). Soon thereafter, Senator Chuck Schumer
(Democrat) formally introduced the Marijuana Freedom
and Opportunity Act, which would de-schedule
marijuana.

In 1972, NORML launched the first petition to
reschedule marijuana from Schedule I to II. The
petition was not given a federal hearing until 1986. In
1988, DEA Administrative Law Judge Francis L. Young
concluded that marijuana is “one of the safest
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De-scheduling is the Answer
Rescheduling marijuana would be a modest step in the
right direction, because it would allow doctors to
prescribe marijuana and possibly open the door for
more research. Symbolically, it would be a victory for
commonsense drug policy, acknowledging the weight
of the scientific evidence and popular support for
medical marijuana.
However, simply moving marijuana to a less restrictive
schedule would not protect existing state medical
marijuana programs or change federal penalties for
possessing, cultivating and distributing marijuana. It
would not prevent people from being arrested and
punished for using marijuana. Nor would it remove
obstacles to research or force the DEA and NIDA to
allow research to move forward. Even if vital research
were permitted, the FDA approval process would take
several years, perhaps decades.
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